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Frontline News 

Lots of people reminded me about the 

prophetic word I gave at this venue in 2012 

about the “Water Level Rising” across the 

State. Colorado has been in a critical drought 

situation for several years. Fast-forward to this 

year and the State has had continuous rainfall 

that has caused flooding in some areas. When 

the water level rises everyone must seek 

higher ground, and also take steps that aid 

water retention. 

  

This is a church, The Rock, which is destined to occupy a high place in this mountainous 

region. It has all the ingredients to become an apostolic center. Visionary leadership, 

excellent worship, very good administration and a vibrant community in the area that wants 

to rise up and occupy some territory. 

  

The first night I spoke on “Understanding Your Spiritual Lens”, a message that is fast 

taking on an identity as a primer; a pre-cursor to a mind shift and a talk that opens up a 

door for people to step into a new place of encounter with God. The next four sessions 

introduced the themes of “Growing Up In God.” 

  

The idea behind this event is that there are four levels of relationship with God that we 

must experience in our quest to move into abundance, favor and intentional fullness. There 

are four Greek words that exemplify each of these stages that Jesus and the Apostles 

used with great intentionality. 

 

These words are: Nepios (baby stage), Paidion (older child), Teknon (youth to young adult) 

and Huios (fully mature son). These stages are not defined naturally in that we cannot 

merely assign an age range to them. Instead, they are defined by specific experiences that 

God gives us and well defined attributes that we must acquire in order to grow up into 

Christ in all things. 
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Nepios is about being secure in the nature of God. 

Knowing how to receive from God as a gift. Having an 

ongoing experience of being cleansed and learning 

dependency, simplicity and trust in the Father meeting 

our needs and carrying us in His presence.  

 

The key words we learn are; more, up and yes as 

we learn the art of responding to what God is 

initiating.  

 

We are introduced to our inheritance and being heirs 

of God at a young age in the Spirit as God begins the 

process of training us in favor and privilege in Jesus. 

  

Paidion is the stage where we learn creative thinking as we value wisdom, spiritual appraisal and faith as we 

practice walking in the Spirit. It is so vital that we lay down the track of wisdom, divine imagination and the 

importance of dreams and visions that shape our perspective, mindset and language. Being led by the Spirit has 

its deepest roots in this stage of relationship. Relational thinking in Christ (i.e. a mindset that combines the heart 

of the Father with the mind of Jesus and the enthusiasm of the Holy Spirit) we cannot access God’s realm in 

fullness. Indeed, failure to learn these powerful lifestyle traits means we will be vulnerable to logic, reason and a 

rationale that keeps our faith earthbound and holds the Kingdom at arm’s length. 

 

The third message in the series is about becoming a Teknon, i.e. someone who habitually and intentionally is 

growing in favor, promise and identity. We are using all of life’s events to promote the above elements into 

becoming a constant and consistent experience of life in Jesus.  

 

This is a powerful talk that is aimed at provoking an intentional lifestyle of taking advantage of every 

circumstance to grow in who God is for us and who we are becoming in Him. 

 

Part way through this talk I reference a key scripture, 1 John 3. As I opened my Bible I failed to notice that top, 

right corner was folded over and I actually read from Hebrews 3 about Christ being the High Priest of our 

confession. I realized my mistake and was about to correct it when I heard the Holy Spirit laugh and whisper, 

“Beloved, give me your heart.” I had this picture of my heart being a door with a handle on the inside. As I opened 

this heart shaped door, bright, coruscating light flooded in. I closed my notes and gave an hour-long talk on 

confession and how sacred it is for our High Priest, Jesus. How He takes our confession and uses it to open us up 

to alignment, promise and favor. It was powerful and “in the moment.” I led people in a prayer of confession at the 

end. It was dramatic and significant. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

The final session concerned the revelation of the Huios, the fully mature son. Being made in the image of Jesus is 

everything. It’s the sole reason behind every difficult circumstance, every possible situation and every relational 

dynamic. We are being relentlessly prepared and trained to reflect Jesus in every area of life.  

 

The key to the relentless discipleship of the Holy Spirit is to understand God’s heart for us; to partake of 

His compassion and desire to be with us, to be overwhelmed by His delight in us. 

  

When we are overwhelmed by His nature then the delight that fills us empowers us to walk in His relentless 

passion to make us like Him. He uses everything to fill us with Himself and we are therefore practicing the art of 

taking advantage of His grace at every opportunity. 

  

It was a great event and I am confident that we will see a number of warriors, champions and game changers take 

their place on the front line of the Kingdom life from this region. 

  

As ever, thanks for standing on the shield wall. 

  

Graham 
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Quotes taken from  

Jan Durham – Discovery Team: 

 

 

We are learning the language of 

promise, not the language of 

defeat. 

  

 

The secret to passing the test is 

confession  -  Confess who you 

are in Christ! 

  

 

Don’t avoid sin, develop 

righteousness. 

  

 

When you focus on a negative, 

you give it life. 

  

Grace is the empowering 

presence of God to enable you to 

become the person God sees 

when He looks at you. 

  

 

Accountability is not calling you 

out, it’s calling you up to your 

identity. 

  

 

People don’t read their Bible, they 

read their Christians. 

 

 

We have 4 relationships with God and we can go 

between them as needed.  

  

It's not a linear journey - I'm this, then I'm this. It's I can be 

this with Papa when I need to be this. 

 

 People I brought with me were saying that those ideas 

were powerful and it was a relief to be able to be a baby 

some times, growing up on others and a mature son at 

other times and God is okay with that. What a relief! 

 

 I plan to explore those relationships more as I'm teaching 

a class on Fathers and Sons; it goes along perfectly with 

what Graham taught at Growing Up In God! 

 

 "It's impossible to grow up into Jesus if everything is 

going well." 

 

That statement hit hard and it took a few minutes to 

process, but I did. It was a comfort that will grow over time 

as well. 

 

As we travel farther in TWC I think we all recognize that 

the warfare is increasing and will increase. It's a delight to 

know that it all has purpose and life attached in it. It 

makes the journey sweeter, intentional, and richer to walk 

out as we go deeper, climb higher and run faster. It's nice 

to know that we win and we do it together; that's what 

TWC is all about! 

 

 

Quotes taken from  

Rick Roberts – Discovery Team: 

TWC Testimonies 
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Allison Bown 

Director of TWC 

Graham did three sessions with over a 

1,000 leaders from all over the world 

prior to the general conference. 

  

It is estimated that Aglow impacts 17 million people on the 

earth each year, whether they are members or the ones to 

whom Aglow ministers to.  Local groups are called  

"Lighthouses" and they are rising to a new level of 

brilliance.  "Every nation touched.  Every heart changed" is 

the mission of Aglow and it is to be accomplished through 

personal connections that create Kingdom impact. 

  

Aglow's current season is one of thanksgiving for their 45 

years of seeing God's faithfulness, yet a strong 

commitment to discover who God has made them to be 

now and in the future. 

  

Aglow International Conference 
September 25-29, 2013 

Graham began by doing three sessions with over 1,000 leaders at the Global Summit that preceded the 

general conference. He projected that in five years, Aglow as we know it would be unrecognizable - so great 

are the provisions and promises available to this Kingdom community.  By speaking on identity, possibilities 

and favor, he was giving them a compass for navigating all that is on offer from heaven. 

  

It was time to hand out new lenses for seeing who God is for Aglow now. 

  

Graham went on to encourage the leaders to focus on the dynamics of cultural transition; "It is the goodness of 

God that brings people to repentance.  Let's get their neighborhoods transformed, their bodies healed and do 

miracles that demonstrate how brilliant God really is.“ 

 

"After all" Graham said, "Jesus decided, 'I'll do the lesser miracles and save the really amazing ones for you'.  

Miracles like Peter's shadow healing people.  Jesus never did that!" Aglow has a tremendous inheritance to 

step into, but the key is identity.  "If you know who you are, it's not hard.  It's very hard if you don't."   

  

Graham continued his mentoring by encouraging leaders, "Good leaders don't answer questions, they ask 

really great ones. We facilitate people thinking for themselves.... Focus, focus, focus, focus on the New Man." 

"We can't want new, but think old." 

  

In the general session on Sunday to all Aglow delegates, Graham gave strong encouragement regarding the 

"quickening spirit of prayer".  Through worship, rejoicing and stillness, align yourself with what heaven is 

praying and declare it now.  Step boldly into the immediate and declare it. 
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Graham with Tony Hoyt and a 

wonderful boy who flagged 

during worship. 

Graham signing books and chatting 

with Aglow delegates 

All the spiritual "disciplines", including prayer, need to be rooted in delight, 

not desperation.  "Desperation can take us out of laziness," Graham 

expanded, "but it is delight and trust that we'll need to inherit the promises 

and provisions of God.  Delight develops a language of promise through the 

language of God's favor."   

  

"Logic requires information.  Faith requires a promise." 

  

He continued: 

  

"Aglow is rising as a global community and we're going to take the 

favor that's on us and start giving it away to the people around us.   

The law of life in Christ is that as you give it will be given back to you. 

So take your favor and spend it on someone else  

and it will come back to you so you'll have more to give away.  

Practice the favor of God in your communities so you can give it away 

like presents on Christmas - to the sick, the poor and the wicked.   

No more negativity.  No more talk of lack.  

Aglow is becoming the place where no one is safe from a blessing." 

  

He ended this amazing gathering by declaring favor, upon favor, upon 

favor, upon favor for Aglow to arise into. 

  

In the marketplace, Brilliant Perspectives, along with Allison, created an 

atmosphere where folks could connect with the resources that could follow 

through their break throughs. We heard grateful stories of how Graham's 

teaching had impacted lives and listened to people's journeys to help them 

find the instruction that best supported where they were going next.  Ben and 

Melissa Klein gave people an encounter with graciousness as they paid for 

their items and Jenny Taylor provided the visionary and practical lead for us 

all to follow.  Graham and Theresa came by often and people delighted in 

getting to have a chat as their books were signed. 

  

Personally, I love this assignment.  Aglow is a present-future network that is 

partnering with Graham and others to come into the fullness of all God has 

created them to be.  Jane Hansen-Hoyt, Aglow's leader, continues to rise 

fearlessly and strategically into the next level, communicating Aglow's course 

with wisdom, courage and vision.  Few communities of this size have the 

foresight and boldness to step into what's possible, not stay in the "safe-

zone" of what already is. 

  

Disney World can't compare to the wild, joyous ride of Aglow! 

  

Thanks for your prayers and your intel.  It was spot on in many ways.  

Months of preparation, intercession and rejoicing went into these strategic 

days... and it was time well spent.  All our logistical challenges were 

overcome and the world-wide community of Aglow came into clearer 

Kingdom focus yet again. - Allison 

  

  

 

Aglow Int’l representing  

170 nations! 
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May I say that Allison has to be one of the easiest guests to invite onto a radio 

program?  Just sayin’. A couple of emails back and forth and we were good to 

go.  The topic we would be discussing:  Christian Service.  Our objective was to 

“flip a mindset”, to borrow her phrase.  Too many people head out with the 

determination to do something for God and to help a hurting world, but their 

approach and the resulting experience is often one of struggle and sacrifice 

culminating in burn-out. We wanted to present the alternative—service flowing 

out of a relationship with God that is so rich and loving it fuels a passion to share 

that love with others. 

 

So, with the help of technology, Allison dropped into our studio last Tuesday and 

we were off and running. In the course of 45 minutes she shared challenging and 

positive perspectives that absolutely lit up the studio. One elderly listener called 

to say it was the most amazing explanation of serving that she had ever heard in 

her more than 50 years of volunteering in ministry. (Too bad nobody got to her 

sooner, eh?)  

 

Try a few of these thoughts on for size: 

 

•   “Never do ministry in response to need because the need is endless.” 

 

•   In response to the common practice of drumming up volunteers en 

mass to accomplish worthy exploits…”That makes great sense. The 

funny thing about God though is that He so rarely deals in logic.” 

 

•   Satan’s second best strategy (after trying to keep us “couch potatoes”) 

is…”Bring every good thing along in hopes that we’ll try to do it all and 

burn out.” 

 

•   And the big shift of moving from “trying harder to do better for God” to 

“Service is an overflow, not a goal.” 

 

We had a chance to touch on the nature of God, our identity (and His!) and the 

fruits of the Spirit.  It was a rich time that sped by quickly and culminated with 

Allison’s remark: “When people encounter us, they should encounter something 

of what God is like.”  That’s it! To use her words, when we live integrated lives 

fueled by our relationship with God, “It’s all life in God,” and everything we do—

“all acts of worship.” 

 

If you want to hear the show, it’s posted on www.employed4life.com, under the 

Churches tab.  Look for Guest-Allison Bown on Service. 

 

WTIS 1110AM 

Radio 

Barb Rarden 

TWC – Dream Team 

 

Allison on WTIS Radio 

http://www.employed4life.com/
http://www.employed4life.com/
http://www.employed4life.com/
http://www.employed4life.com/
http://www.employed4life.com/
http://www.employed4life.com/
http://www.employed4life.com/


TWC Training Day 

October 17th 

9 am – 4 pm 

 

Doors open at 8:30 am 

Join us to meet and greet before starting. 

Training begins promptly at  9:00 am 

 

Please sign-up with  

Teresa Morrison 
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#1 – TWC Declaration for Mind of a Saint impact. 

 

For every open seat at Mind of a Saint, we are promised 100 radically 

transformed lives from the CDs, DVDs and Live Cast. 

 

AND 

 

Each of those 100 radically transformed people will release radical 

transformation in 100 more lives through their testimony and sharing of Mind 

of a Saint materials. 

 

That's 10,000 radically transformed lives for each open seat. 

 

This promise places us on the offensive and says to the enemy, "Let 

Graham's inheritance go."  You will regret the day you thought this resistance 

was a good idea.  The numbers for MOAS are rising, but it's still a good fight.   

 

Graham considers this a powerful sword to fight with because it is both 

present and future.  A promise we can go back to and say "Lord you said". 

  

#2 – TWC Declaration Points over all of  Mind of a Saint. 

 

We declare that Mind of a Saint: 

 

- Is an epicenter for history-makers, game-changers and champions to rise. 

 

- Shakes religious mindsets to reveal unshakeable Truth. 

 

- Releases a universal love language for Kingdom thinking and expression 

into the earth 

 

- Is a NEW thing, prepared before time, that changes everything. 

  

Thank you that: 

 

- Crystal clear, deep Truth untangles lifetimes of confusion. 

 

- Thinking, behavior, language and faith is radically transformed by how God 

REALLY thinks and how endless His heart is for us. 

 

- Impossibles are truly annihilated by God's possibilities - in lives, in finances 

and in national impact. 

 

- The unity of one heart, one mind and one voice that shatters sound barriers 

to God's true nature in religious minds. 

  

#3 - Declaration For Graham: 

 

We rejoice that: 

 

- Mind of a Saint is a glorious win for the Kingdom, for Jesus and for Graham 

 

- Graham steps into his inheritance as a Chief Ambassador for the Mind of Christ 

 

- Financial ripple effects are release here that loose and draw provision for his destiny 

 

We declare: 

 

- Graham's inheritance in people and finances be released and increased.   

For every day they are withheld, we want double in return. 

 

- A Red Sea moment: 

As Graham moves forward towards the impossible, opposition is overwhelmed by 

goodness. 

 

- God will help him. He will uphold him with His righteous right hand. 

He is making Graham a sharper, more powerful weapon. 

 

 MOAS delegate Crafted Prayer 

 

Captivate my heart today Lord. 

Thank you that Your mind is mine, 

Your wisdom is my inheritance, 

Your steadfast love for me never ends. 

  

Captivate my heart today Lord. 

Let me see and hear as You do. 

Teach me Your higher ways. 

  

I rejoice that Your peace stills my storms. 

Your joy gives me strength. 

Your delight in me overwhelms any doubt, worries or fear. 

You exchange my impossibles for Your possibilities. 

  

I am Your wonderful creation, 

becoming a brilliant thinker 

and communicator of who You really are 

and who I really am. 

 

#4.  Worship 

 

In worship, we declare: 

 

- The sound of the Mind of Christ is released - the sound of goodness, kindness, mercy, 

joy, strength, power and all authority in heaven and on earth. 

 

- Love songs impart the new love language of the Father 

 

- An atmosphere of peace and joy that allows Truth to rise up and renew minds 

 

- Clarity and focus from God encounters that wash away shame, doubt and confusion 

 

-  A synergy of impartation and understanding that is transformational to the Body of 

Christ. 



                                                  

    

 

 

 

 

June  to October          Santa Barbara School of Prophecy           Hot Shot Team  Anytime 

 

 

 

 

     Teams Assignments                           Intel Due 

 

 

October 

 11-12 Carlsbad, CA   Momentum & Gold  August 30 
 
 

MIND OF A SAINT: If you are attending this event, YOU are the team that is praying!  

 

 17-19 Anaheim, CA (Mind of a Saint) Every Team  Aug. 18 

 

 24-27 Houston Devotion School Stonebridge & Northern Lights Sept. 13 

  

 

 

 

November    

 
 5-6       Graham and Theresa flight to Australia  - All TWC praying for rest and health 
 

 7-10     Melbourne, Australia - Watchmen and Freedom fighters        Sept. 1 

  

 12-17   Auckland, NZ   -  Lightbearers and Lionheart                           Sept. 5 

  

 19-24   Brisbane, Australia - Warrior Eagles and Dream Team                Sept. 10 

 

 Nov. 25         Graham and Theresa flight home - All TWC praying for renewal and health 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

TWC Assignment Schedule 2013 

 
TWC wide Worship Ebb begins Nov. 27 through January 5, 2014. 

 
While we continue to pray for Graham and Theresa, we put down the work of training and active assignments to 

focus on our relationship with God, worship, renewal and family. 
 

Once Graham's schedule for 2014 is released, teams will be assigned to submit intel in November for the January & 
February events so that the first of the year assignments will be ready to go. 
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"Be Prepared: Graham will be releasing his 2014 schedule soon.  When he does, some teams may receive a request for intel for his 

January and February events, so that we are prepared prior to the Worship Ebb.  It will be a short turn around, but you're Warriors!  You 

can do it.  And we appreciate that." 


